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We consider some properties of odd-frequency triplet superconducting condensates. In order to describe
fluctuations we construct a supermatrixs model for the superconductor/ferromagnet or superconductor/
normal-metal structures. We show that an odd frequency triplet superconductor, when in isolation or coupled
to a normal metal, generally displays behavior comparable to a superconductor with the usual singlet pairings.
However, for spin dependent systems such as the superconductor/ferromagnet the two types of superconductor
have quite different behavior. We discuss this difference by considering transformations under which thes
model is invariant. Finally, we calculate the low energy density of states in a ferromagnet coupled to a singlet
superconductor. If odd frequency triplet components are induced in the ferromagnet the density of states will
decrease relative to the usual bulk solution but will not vanish.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.70.134522 PACS number(s): 74.50.1r, 74.20.Rp, 73.23.2b
I. INTRODUCTION
The Pauli principle imposes important restrictions on the
symmetry of the superconducting condensate in supercon-
ductors. The most common condensate is a singlet where the
Cooper pairs have antiparallel spins(s- or d-wave). In this
case, the wave function describing Cooper pairs is assumed
to be invariant under the exchange of electron coordinates.
Another possibility is a triplet pairing with the total spin of
the pair equal to unity. In this case the wave function of the
pair is assumed to change sign if the electrons exchange
coordinates. The most famous example of the triplet pairing
(p-wave) is superfluid He3 (Ref. 1) but triplet superconduc-
tivity has been recently discovered.2,3
However, a characterization of the superconductor in
terms of space symmetries of the wave function of Cooper
pairs is somewhat oversimplified. The full information about
the superconducting condensate is in fact given by an
anomalous Green’s function(Gorkov function) Fsed. This
function depends not only on the coordinates of the Cooper
pair but also on the frequencye. The previous discussion
about the properties of the wave function of the Cooper pairs
corresponds to the case when the condensate functionFsed is
an even function of the frequencye although nothing forbids
the functionFsed from being an odd function ofe. If this
alternative possibility were realized one would have a situa-
tion where the condensate functionFsed is invariant under
the permutation of electrons with triplet pairing but would
change sign in the singlet case. So, odd condensate functions
of frequencies allow, at least theoretically,p-wave singlets
ands- andd-wave triplets.
In this paper we shall discuss some aspects of triplet Coo-
per pairings which are odd in frequency and even in momen-
tum. A superconductor with an odd frequency triplet conden-
sate was introduced by Berezinskii4 as a possible candidate
for a phase of He,3 though this was later found to not be the
case. One may also consider other symmetry variations. For
example, in Ref. 5 an odd singlet superconductor(one which
is odd in both frequency and momentum) was discussed.
Unfortunately, the authors of Refs. 4 and 5 did not find a
microscopic model that would lead to the odd frequency con-
densate.
Recently, it was found that the odd triplet condensate can
be induced in a superconductor/ferromagnet structure pro-
vided the magnetization in the ferromagnet is
inhomogeneous.6 In this situation one does not need a special
kind of an electron-electron interaction. It is sufficient that
the ferromagnet is coupled to a standard singlet supercon-
ductor. This shows that, independent of whether the odd su-
perconductivity can be obtained as the ground state of a mi-
croscopic model or not, a detailed study of its properties
based just on the symmetry of the condensate may be of
interest because it can be realized at least as a proximity
effect.
In this paper we compare properties of the odd triplet
superconductivity with those of the conventional singlet. We
first consider a superconductor with odd frequency triplet
pairingssStd. We construct the Gorkov Green’s functions and
write them in terms of an integral over supervectors, which
allows us to obtain a supermatrixs model. It turns out that
the form of the Green’s functions closely resembles those of
a standard singlet superconductorsSsd. In fact, one can show
that in many cases anSt will have very similar properties to
anSs. Differences appear when one considers spin dependent
structures such as a superconductor coupled to a ferromagnet
(Ss/F or St /F). These two types of superconductors have
different symmetries of the order parameter which leads to
differences in the Josephson effect. A qualitative discussion
about the proximity effect inSt /F structures may be made
from considering transformations under which thes model
is invariant. From these transformations one can determine
which types of Cooper pairs are induced in the ferromagnet
and whether the penetration is long-ranged or short-ranged.
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Generally, it is simpler to just solve the saddle point equa-
tion, but if the ferromagnet has a complicated inhomoge-
neous structure consideration of the transformational invari-
ances may be useful.
It is well known that the density of states of anSs in
isolation(and also anSt) has an energy gap equal to the value
of the order parameter. A normal metal has no energy gap.
However, fluctuations in the density of states due to the prox-
imity effect in various hybrid structures of superconductors,
metals and ferromagnets have been studied using quasiclas-
sical methods such as the Eilenberger equation,9,10 the Us-
adel equation11 and the Bugolubov-de Gennes equation.12,13
These structures often exhibit an oscillating density of states
which gradually decreases as the energy decreases. By con-
sideration of the fluctuations about the supersymmetric
saddle point in anSs/N structure it has been shown that the
density of states in the normal metal decreases quadratically
at low energies and vanishes completely at zero energy.7,8
This vanishing density of states is called a “micro-gap” and
is a consequence of long-ranged Cooper pairs being induced
in the normal metal. For mostSs/F structures no long-ranged
Cooper pairs are induced in the ferromagnet and so there is
no micro-gap comparable to the micro-gap found inSs/N
structures. However, as a result of some inhomogeneities in
the ferromagnets(domain walls can be an example), a long-
ranged odd triplet condensate may be induced.6 We consider
such aSs/F structure and calculate the low energy C-mode
fluctuations about the saddle point solution. From this we
can calculate the density of states. We find that the density of
states in the ferromagnet does not have a micro-gap but it is
lower than what would be obtained in a bulk ferromagnet. As
concerns anSt /F structure, the low energy behavior is the
same as for anSs/N and will always exhibit a micro-gap.
II. GORKOV GREENS FUNCTIONS
In this section we construct the Green’s functions for an
odd frequency triplet condensate and compare it to the
Green’s functions of an even frequency singlet. The con-
struction of the single Green’s function is well known and
details can be found in, for example, Ref. 14. The construc-
tion of the odd triplet Green’s function is similar to that of
the singlet but with some significant differences which will
be discussed here. We begin with the general form of the
superconductor Hamiltonian,
H =E drFca†srdHsrdcasrd + ca†srdVabsrdcbsrd
+
1
2
E dr8cd†srdcg†sr8dUdgabsr,r8dcasr8dcbsrdG , s1d
where H is the one-particle Hamiltonian,Vab is the ex-
change field which may have some spatial dependence,
Udgab is the two-particle potential andcj andcj
† are fermi-
onic destruction and annihilation operators. This form of the
Hamiltonian is completely general with regards to spin, time
and position symmetries. SinceH must be HermitianV=V†
and U=U†. In coupled systems such asS/F and S/N the
superconductor is defined to lie along the negativex-axis and
the ferromagnet or normal-metal lies along the positive
x-axis. The two-particle potentialU is just defined in the
superconductor so vanishes inF andN. The exchange field
vanishes inS andN.
From the above Hamiltonian and using the conventional
mean field approximation we can construct the Green’s func-
tions that have both normal and anomalous components rep-
resented byG andF, respectively. For more details see Ref.
14. Usually one complements the Green’s function equations
with the self-consistency equation
DjasX,X8d = UjagbsX,X8dkCgsX8dCbsXdl, s2d
whereC andC+ are the operators in the Heisenberg repre-
sentation andX=sr ,td. By definition the anomalous Green’s
function F and the order parameterD must have the same
symmetry and due to the Pauli principle they must be anti-
symmetric under simultaneous position-time and spin ex-
change. In the singlet stateSs the order parameter is even in
time and position exchange. In the triplet stateSt considered
here the order parameter is odd in time exchange but even in
position exchange. However, we emphasize that we cannot
and do not try to present a microscopic model that would
determine the odd triplet superconducting order parameterD
but write it purely phenomenologically. Note that the odd
triplet condensate functionF can exist due to the proximity
effect inS/F structures.6 In theSs case it is usual to simplify
the order parameter by settingDsX,X8d~dsX−X8d. However,
this is not possible for anSt as it will destroy the odd sym-
metry in the time component. An acceptable form of the
order parameter for both theSs and the St is DsX,X8d
=Dsr ,t ,t8ddsr −r8d where the symmetry inr and r8 implies
we are considering ans-wave. For the conventional singlet
superconductivity the functionDsr ,t ,t8d is invariant under
the exchange oft and t8 whereas in the triplet case consid-
ered here it changes sign.
After taking a Fourier transform the advanced and re-
tarded Gorkov Green’s functions represented in particle-hole
space are
S e ± id/2 −H − V Dsx,ed
s− 1dS+1D*sx,− ed − e 7 id/2 − H − V*
DGR,Asx,x8,ed
= dsx − x8d,
G = SG F
F† G†
D , s3d
whereS is the total spin of the Cooper pair andd is a small
positive real number, the sign in front of which determines
the advanced or retarded nature of the Green’s function. We
see that the difference between the equations for the conven-
tional singlet and odd triplet superconductivities is minimal.
Note that the spin dependence is hidden insideG, F, D, and
V.
If the spin is represented by the Pauli matricess we can
expand the order parameter asD=oi=0
3 Disi and we may
write each component in terms of a phase,Di = uDiueiui. We
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represent the triplet components ofD by s0, s1, ands3 and
the singlet ones bys2. With this choice we satisfy the sym-
metry relationsD=−DT for the conventional singlet super-
conductivity andD=DT for the odd triplet. For conventional
even frequency superconductors the order parameter is often
assumed to be energetically independent, however, in the
case of anSt the order parameter must be odd in energy so
we choose the simplest possibilityDsx,ed=sgnsedDsxd.
In order to study mesoscopic fluctuations we use the su-
persymmetry method.15 Within this technique one can write
the solution of Eq.(3) in terms of a functional integral over
supervectorsc,8,15–17
GR,Asx,x8,ed = i E ca2,1sxd ^ c̄a2,1sx8dexpf− Ls,tgDc
Ls = i E c̄sydSe − idL/2 −H − V Dsyd
− D*syd − e + idL/2 −H − V* D
3csyddy,
Lt = i E c̄sydSe − idL/2 −H − V sgnsedDsyd
− sgnsedD*syd − e + idL/2 −H − V* D
3csyddy, s4d
where Ls,t is the action for the singlet and the odd triplet
superconductivity, respectively, and all other terms have the
standard definitions. If we perform the gauge transformation
c→ceisp/4dfsgnsed−1gt3 andc̄→ c̄e−isp/4dfsgnsed−1gt3 wheret rep-
resents Pauli matrices of the particle-hole space we find that,
if we ignore the spin dependence, the triplet action
is no different from the singlet action but the coefficient
of the exponential becomesfca
2,1sxd ^ c̄a
2,1sx8dgmn→ fca2,1sxd
^ c̄a
2,1sx8dgmnfsgnsedgm−n where m and n represent compo-
nents of the particle-hole space. Thus, if spin is not important
the normal odd triplet Green’s functionsG are identical to
the normal singlet Green’s functions but the anomalous trip-
let Green’s functionsF differ from that of the singlet by a
factor of sgnsed, i.e., the singlet’s anomalous Green’s func-
tions are even ine but the triplet’s are odd, as expected from
the initial symmetry requirements. As the normal Green’s
functions determine the density of states the bulk singlet and
the bulk triplet have the same density of states. Also, aSt /N
structure should be similar to aSs/N structure since in these
cases spin is not important.
III. TRANSFORMATIONAL INVARIANCES
OF THE s MODEL
From Eq. (4) the construction of as model is fairly
straightforward. Using the standard method of derivation de-
veloped for the singlet superconductor thes model action
may be shown to be8,16
S=
pn
16
strE fDs] Qd2 + 4iQset3 − idLt3/2 − D̃ − ReV
− it3r3 Im Vdg, s5d
wherer3 is the third Pauli matrix in the time-reversal space,
Q is a 32332 supermatrix,n is the bulk normal-metal den-
sity of states per spin and
D̃ = it2r3fs0uD0uexps− iu0t3r3d + s1uD1uexps− iu1t3r3d
+ s3uD3uexps− iu3t3r3dg − s2t1r3uD2uexps− iu2t3r3d.
s6d
The Q-matrices in Eq.(5) must satisfy as usual the charge
conjugation symmetry and integrals with the actionS must
converge. In addition, one can find several transformations
under whichQ is invariant in the bulk superconductor(when
V=0).7 We defineA to be invariant under the transformation
C if A=CATCT. Table I defines five transformations and the
terms with which they are invariant. All the terms in the
action of a triplet superconductor are invariant under theC4
transform while the singlet superconductor action is invariant
under the other four transforms. This appears to disagree
with what was found in Ref. 7 where it was claimed that the
singlet was invariant under theC4 transform. The difference
is due to the spin dependence of ours model. In general the
ferromagnetic exchange field is of the formV=h0s0+h1s1
+h2s2+h3s3 (all the hi must be real sinceV=V
†). In the
ferromagnetQ is not required to be invariant under any of
the transforms in Table I but they can help in determining the
form of Q in the ferromagnet.
To illustrate how the transformational invariances may be
used we discuss a simple example. Consider anSt /F struc-
ture with different exchange fields. The saddle-point equa-
tion of a superconductors model is also known as the Us-
adel equation. The quasiclassical Green’s function which
satisfies the Usadel equation is the saddle point solution of
the s model and is represented by
TABLE I. Transformational invariances of thes model action.
The matrixA is invariant under the transformC if A=CATCT. The
singlet superconductor action is invariant under theC0, C1, C2 and
C3 transforms whereas the triplet superconductor action is only in-
variant under theC4 transform. In addition both types of supercon-
ductor actions must have charge conjugation and convergence
symmetry.
Transform Invariance
C0= it1 s2,t1s2,t2s2,t3s0,1,3
C1=t2s1 s3,t1s0,1,2,t2s0,1,2,t3s0,1,2
C2=t1s2 s1,2,3,t1s1,2,3,t2s1,2,3,t3
C3=t2s3 s1,t1s0,2,3,t2s0,2,3,t3s0,2,3
C4=t2 s2,t1s0,1,3,t2s0,1,3,t3s0,1,3
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g0 = S g ff† g†D s7d
in the particle-hole space with the constraintg0
2=1. If we
assume that the temperature is just below the superconduct-
ing transition temperature or the tunnelling resistivity is very
large, the Green’s function in the ferromagnet isgA,R=
−gA,R†, 71. In this case the Usadel equation may be linear-
ized and the retarded anomalous triplet Green’s function can
be shown to satisfy
iD]x
2f − 2ef + Vf − fV* = 0 s8d
in the ferromagnet(having dropped the superscript). This is
the same as the linearized equation in the ferromagnetic re-
gion of an Ss/F structure but, due to the boundary condi-
tions, the spin structure off must be different.6,18The bound-
ary conditions at the interface are
]xfs0+d = frs+ d/Rbgfs0−d, T ! 1,
fs0+d = fs0−d, T , 1, s9d
where “−” is the superconducting side of the interface and “
+” is the ferromagnetic side,T is the transparency of the
interface,rs±d is the resistivity andRb is the tunnelling re-
sistivity. As x→−` the Green’s function must approach the
bulk superconductor solution and asx→` it must approach
the bulk ferromagnet solution. Assuming that the proximity
effect on the superconductor is small the well known bulk
solution may be taken in the entire superconducting region
x,0 whereV=0 so fsx,0d=sgnsedD /Îe2− uDu2. This is the
same solution as for a bulkSs but with the extra term sgnsed
which gives the required odd energy dependence andD has a
different spin dependence. In the ferromagnetic regionx.0
the anomalous Green’s function is of the formfsx.0d
=oi=0
3 f isxdsi (assuming we have both triplet and singlet
components). The boundary condition atx→` is that all the
f i must vanish.
If the magnetization is of the formV=hs j, j =1,2,3then
the solution of the linearized Usadel equation is that eachf i
will exponentially decay. Two components will decay at a
rate independent of the exchange field,ke and the other two
will decay at the ratek=Îke2±kh2 where ke2=−2ie /D and
kh
2=−2ih /D. For example, ifV=hs3 the s3 and s0 compo-
nents of the anomalous Green’s function decay at the rateke
while thes1 ands2 components decay at the ratek. Whenh
is large, as it generally is in such structures, thes0,3 compo-
nents are long-ranged while the other two are short-ranged.
The boundary conditions at the interface require that thes2
component vanishes at the interface. Inducing long-ranged
triplet components 0,3 in the ferromagnet of aSt /F structure
with exchange fieldhs3 should not be surprising. However,
if V=hs2 we find that thes0 ands2 components decay rap-
idly at the ratek and thes3 ands1 components decay slowly
at the rateke. The boundary conditions at the interface will
make thes2 component vanish at the interface. A compari-
son of the results obtained withV=hs3 and V=hs2 show
that we are not merely rotating the structure. In contrast to an
St /F, boundary conditions in anSs/F structure with a homo-
geneous ferromagnet potential only allow thes2 anomalous
component in the ferromagnet which always decays rapidly
at the ratek.
The invariant transforms are a useful tool because one can
show that the anomalous components which are invariant
under the same transform as the ferromagnet part of thes
model will decay at the short-rangedh dependent rate in the
ferromagnet. In other words, the transform which is invariant
with the ferromagnet part of thes model is also invariant
with those components which couple to the ferromagnet,
thereby providing a simple way to determine which compo-
nents are affected by the ferromagnet. If we haveSt /F with
V=hs3 the transforms under which the ferromagnet part of
the associateds model is invariant areC1 and C2. These
invariances are shared byt1,2s1,2 so one may conclude that
the s1 and s2 components of the anomalous Green’s func-
tions decay quickly at theh dependent ratek. The other two
anomalous components,0 and s3, are not invariant under
the C1 andC2 transformations so decay at the rateke which
is independent ofh. Similarly, if V=hs2 the action is invari-
ant under theC1 andC3 transforms, as are the termst1,2s0,2.
Therefore thes0,2 components of the anomalous Green’s
functions are short-ranged, decaying at the ratek, while the
other two components1,3 are long-ranged, decaying at the
rateke. This is a trivial example of how the invariant trans-
forms may be used. In a more complicated problem, such as
that discussed in the following section we can use the invari-
ant transforms to immediately reject certain components,
thus making the calculations much simpler.
One case of particular interest is when a superconductor is
coupled to an inhomogeneous ferromagnet. It has been
shown that at anSs/F interface it is possible to induce both a
singlet and an odd frequency triplet component in the ferro-
magnet if, for example,V=hss3 cosa+s2 sin ad.6 Here a
=Ax for some constantA when 0,x,w and a=Aw when
x.w where w is some positive constant. We shall briefly
describe how the anomalous components induced in the fer-
romagnet may be determined from the transformational in-
variances of the action. At the interface the ferromagnet po-
tential introduces the termt0s3 into the action so at this
point the action is invariant under theC1 andC2 transforms.
As x increases at3s2 component appears in the action. Now
the action is invariant only under theC1 transform. Invari-
ance under theC1 andC2 transforms at the interface implies
short-ranged(decay ish dependent) anomalous components
s1,2 and long-ranged(decay ish independent) components
s0,3. However, asx increases we lose the invariance under
the C2 transform. WhenC1 is the only transformational in-
variance the short-ranged components ares0,1,2 and onlys3
is long-ranged. However, the boundary conditions cause the
coefficient of thes3 component to vanish. We may conclude
that, if the total rotationAw is small the solution within the
domain wall will be approximately similar to the solution at
the Ss/F interface. Thus we would expect thes0 component
to be long-ranged. If the rotation is increased the loss of
invariance under theC2 transform has a more significant ef-
fect on the range of thes0 component and it vanishes more
rapidly. This result is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 6 in which the
Usadel equation for thisSs/F structure was solved, however,
due to a spin rotation ofs1 the authors find thes1 compo-
nent to be long-ranged.
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IV. LOW ENERGY DENSITY OF STATES
The full solution of thes model is obtained by consider-
ing fluctuations about the saddle point solution. There are
several different types of fluctuations which are relevant to
different cases. The low energy C-mode fluctuations about
the Usadel saddle-point solution are defined as being diago-
nal in the advanced-retarded space and are therefore quantum
corrections to the Usadel solution. They have the further
property that they are independent of the order parameter and
any magnetic field. The C-modes dominate at energies below
the Thouless energyD /L2 whereL is the length of the fer-
romagnet and therefore, to study the low energy properties
only the C-modes need be considered.8 We shall find the
C-mode fluctuations for anSs/F structure with V
=hss3 cosa+s2 sin ad. We then derive the low energy den-
sity of states. We are interested in seeing how the triplet
component induced in the ferromagnet affects the density of
states. Our method closely follows that of Ref. 8 where an
Ss/N structure was considered.
If the solution of the Usadel equation isQU and we rep-
resent the C-mode corrections by the matrixT then the full
solution of the supermatrix isQ=TQUT
−1. One can show8
that at very low energies the dominant C-mode is spatially
constant, the so-called zero-mode. In addition,QU has a very
slow spatial variation. The matrixQ must satisfy the conver-
gence symmetry and the charge conjugation symmetry. The
convergence symmetry is
Q = hQ†h−1, h = E11t3L + E22, s10d
and the charge conjugation symmetry is
Q = tQTt−1, t = E22ir2 + E11r1. s11d
We have defined
E11 = S1 00 0Dbf, E22 = S0 00 1Dbf, s12d
where the subscript “bf” indicates boson-fermion space.
Since QU must also satisfy the above symmetries we may
define the fluctuations asT=eW whereW must satisfy
W† = − hWh−1, WT = − tWt−1. s13d
The C-mode fluctuations must be insensitive to the supercon-
ducting order parameter and magnetic fields so we require
fW,s2t1r3g,fW,s2t2g = 0,
the order parameter commutes through;
fW,t3r3g = 0, the magnetic field commutes through.
s14d
For a solution ofW we may use the zero-mode derived in
Ref. 8 but we must include some spin dependence:
T = vua1a2a3,
a1 = expsi 12u1E22t1r1s1d ,
a2 = expsi 12u2E22t2r1s2d ,
a3 = expsi 12u3E22t1r2s3d ,
u = expsiyE22r3d,
v = expS 0 l − mr3
m + lr3 0
D
bf
, s15d
wherey is some complex variable andl and m are Grass-
mann variables. The above solution is sufficiently general for
our choice ofV. Terms which satisfy the symmetry require-
ments and are not included inT are superfluous to our den-
sity of states calculation. We could have chosen, for ex-
ample, spin dependent fluctuations with the matrix structures
E22t1r2s1, E22t2r2s2, andE22t1r1s3 as they also satisfy the
symmetry requirements. However, they would add nothing
extra to the final solution. The extra terms will either vanish
or make a contribution identical to the one already obtained
from a1,2,3. One should note that the invariant transform of
the action of the ferromagnet part of thes model with V
=hss3 cosa+s2 sin ad is C1 and thatT is also invariant
under theC1 transform so we have chosenT so that it
couples to the ferromagnet. If we chose a different exchange
field, for example V=hss3 cosa+s1 sin ad, we should
choose a different form ofT. The above choice ofa3 will not
contribute to the action and should be replaced with
expsi 12u3E22t1r1s3d. In this case the invariant transform of
both the action and the fluctuations isC2. Deriving a suitable
form of T can be quite tedious and the task is considerably
shortened if one choosesT to have the same invariance trans-
form as the action under consideration. As stated above, this
will not give the most general form ofT, but gives those
parts which contribute uniquely to the density of states.
The solution of the Usadel saddle point equation isQU
=g0. One can show that the part diagonal in particle-hole
space which describes the normal Green’s function isgt3,
i.e., g=−g†. The off-diagonals in particle hole spacef and f†
describe the anomalous Green function and may in general
contain the termst1 andt2r3 multiplied by the spin compo-
nentss0,1,3 and s2r3. The spin components which actually
appear in the solution ofQU will of course be dependent on
the spin structure of the exchange fieldV. On substituting the
general solution ofQU with the fluctuationsT into the action
given in Eq. (5) with V=hss3 cosa+s2 sin ad, one finds
that all the anomalous components vanish. The singlet com-
ponents vanish because they are proportional to the order
parameter which commutes withT while the triplet compo-
nents give zero supertrace. One can show this is true even
with the most general form ofT, which is why it is unnec-
essary to find the most general form. One finds the zero-
mode action to be
S= − 2is̃scosu1 cosu2 cosu3 − 1d
+ 2ih1 sin u1 sin u2 cosu3 − 2ih2 sin u1 sin u3 cosu2,
s16d
where
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s̃= penE g dx,
h1 = phnE g cosa dx,
h2 = phnE g sin a dx. s17d
Since the C-modes are diagonal in the advance-retarded
space we need only consider the retarded part soQ has been
reduced to a 16316 supermatrix and we may setd=0. The
density of states with C-type zero-mode fluctuations is
r =
n
8
Rekstr Qs3
bft3l
= 2n Re gf1 − 12kmls1 − cosu1 cosu2 cosu3dlg ,
s18d
where the averaging is weighted by the action in Eq.(16)
and we must perform a path integration over the fluctuating
part of Q (which means an integral over the threeu’s, l, m,
andy). This form of the density of states and action is quite
general and one would obtain something similar for any ex-
change field of the formV=hssi cosa+s j sin ad.
The Jacobian for the integral over the fluctuating parts
may be found from evaluating strdQd2.15 This Jacobian is
extremely complex if one wishes to include all threeu’s. If
we assume that the total rotationAw is very smallu3 will not
play a significant role and we may set it to zero. Note thata1
anda2 are both invariant withC1 andC2 whereasa3 is not
invariant with C2 and, as discussed in the previous section,
the C2 transform becomes relevant when the total rotation is
small. Settingu3=0 and integrating over all butu1 and u2
gives
r = 2n Re gF1 − 12E0
p
du1 du2s1 − cos 2u1 cos 2u2d1/2
3exps2ih1 sin u1 sin u2 − 2is̃s1 − cosu1 cosu2dg.
s19d
We shall discuss the behavior of this density of states in the
homogeneous part of the ferromagnet.
There is no exact solution ofg for an inhomogeneous
ferromagnet. In Ref. 6 the Usadel solution of the anomalous
Green’s functionf was studied in the limit of smallw and a
large tunnelling resistivityRb between the superconductor
and the ferromagnet(this study is also valid for a general
tunnelling resistivity when near the phase transition but this
requiresD!e which does not satisfy our small energy re-
quirement). In this approximationf is very small andg,1
inside the ferromagnet but inside the superconductor we may
take the bulk solutiong=e /Îe2− uDu2 which is vanishingly
small. In the ferromagnetg may be found fromf by using
g0=1 sog=Î1− f †f ,1− 12 f †f. In Ref. 6 it is shown that in
the ferromagnetf contains both a singlet component and a
triplet component. If the ferromagnetic exchange field is
large compared to the energy then the singlet part is much
smaller than the triplet in the regionw,x,L so may be
neglected. The coefficient of the triplet component is derived
in Ref. 6 although some care must be taken as one must
perform two rotations to make it compatible with the matrix
structures used here. The result is, when taking just the triplet
component,f †f ,−C2 where
CR,A = 7 iABs0dsinhfkesL − xdgfke coshQe coshQ3
+ k3 sinh Qe sinh Q3g−1, s20d
for w,x,L and whereBs0d=srjh/2Rbdfs, fs=D /Îe2−D2,
Qe=keL, Q3=k3L, k3=ÎA2+ke2.
To evaluate equation(19) we require
s̃= penSE
−`
0
g dx+E
0
w
g dx+E
w
L
g dxD . s21d
In the small energy limitg is very small in the supercon-
ductor so we will neglect the integral over negativex. Since
we assume thatw is small we may also neglect the second
integral. So nows̃ just depends on the value ofg in the
homogeneous part of the ferromagnet which we have found
to be
g , 1 − 12A
2Bs0d2 sinh2fkesL − xdg
3ske coshLke coshwÎA2 + ke2
+ ÎA2 + ke2 sinh Lke sinh wÎA2 + ke2d−2, s22d
and therefore
s̃= pensL − wdf1 + 14A2Bs0d2s1 − 12sL − wd−1ke−1
3sinhf2kesL − wdgdske coshLke coshwÎA2 + ke2
+ ÎA2 + ke2 sinh Lke sinh wÎA2 + ke2d−2g , s23d
which, in the small energy limit gives̃=De for constantD.
Similarly we find thath1=Dh cossAwd. Substituting these
solutions fors̃, h1, andg into Eq. (19) gives the low energy
density of states within the homogeneous part of the ferro-
magnetsx.wd in the limit of a large tunnelling resistivity,
large h and smallAw. However, it is true in general thats̃
~e andh1~h.
To analyze the energy dependence of the density of states
we first consider Eq.(19) ash becomes vanishingly small. In
this caseu2 becomes irrelevant and may be set to zero. The
integral overu1 is easy to solve and
r = 2n Re gF1 − sin 4s̃
4s̃
−
1 − cos 4s̃
4is̃
G , s24d
which is, as expected, equivalent to the low energy density of
states derived in Ref. 8 forSs/N. This density of states is
quadratic ine and vanishes whene=0.7,8 If h is not large and
Eq. (19) is expanded with respect tos̃, we find that the low
energy density of states is linear ins̃, and therefore linear in
e. Also, this density of states does not in general vanish when
e=0 so there isno micro-gap. Ifh@1, as we have assumed
previously and is usually the case in practice, there is only a
slight reduction in the density of states from the bulk solu-
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tion r=2n. This reduction is not due to fluctuations about the
Usadel solution since the integral in Eq.(19) approaches
zero at largeh but is due to the reduction ing from the bulk
solutiong=1, as in the high resistivity case given in Eq.(22).
These conclusions are true even if we did not neglectu3 as
they are a consequence of the form of the action rather than
the form of the Jacobian. It should be stressed that the choice
of the matricesa1, a2, anda3 are very important. The wrong
choice may lead to an action which has noh dependence and
this would result in a quadratically increasing density of
states with a micro-gap.
In anSs/F structure withV=hs3 we would also obtain an
equation of the form(19) so we may also claim that there is
a linear reduction in the density of states with respect to
energy ifh is not too large. However, for largeh the density
of states, when measured some distance from theS/F inter-
face, will retain the bulk solution because there are no long-
ranged anomalous components and thereforeg=1. An
equivalent calculation for anSt /F structure is much simpler.
The C-mode fluctuations are defined to commute with the
order parameter so in the case of a triplet superconductor
these fluctuations must be independent of spin. Therefore an
St /F is similar to anS/N and one can show that Eq.(24),
which is exact for anS/N but only true for anSs/F if h is
extremely small, is exact for anSt /F. In the ferromagnetic
part of anSt /F the form of the low energy density of states is
the same as in the normal metal of anS/N structure, display-
ing a micro-gap as the energy vanishes.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered an unusual type of triplet Cooper
pairing which is defined by an order parameter which is even
in the momentum(or position) and odd in the frequency(or
time). It was found that, for the most part, a superconductor
with odd triplet Cooper pairs is much like the standard sin-
glet superconductor(even in position and time). In the bulk
these superconductors would appear to be much the same,
and also when coupled to a normal metal. The main differ-
ence between the two superconductors is their spin structure.
Another difference is the energy dependence of the order
parameter though, in many cases, this is not important.
If we consider a situation where the spin is unimportant
we may obtain equations forSt from equations forSs by
simply replacing the order parameterD with sgnsedD. How-
ever, in density of states calculations, for example, this
change of sign is irrelevant. Where we do observe a differ-
ence between theSt and theSs is in cases where the spin is
important. When anSs is coupled to an inhomogeneous fer-
romagnet it is possible to induce a long-ranged triplet
anomalous Green’s function component as well as a short-
ranged singlet component in the ferromagnet. However,
when anSt is coupled to any type of ferromagnet a long-
ranged triplet component always exists in the ferromagnet.
One can determine which anomalous components will domi-
nate the ferromagnet by considering the transformational in-
variances of thes model. We considered the low-energy
fluctuations about the Usadel solution of anSs/F structure
with a nonhomogeneous exchange field in order to see if the
long-range triplet has a significant effect. We found that an
Ss/F structure which induces a long-range anomalous com-
ponent inF will have a smaller density of states compared to
the bulk solution. However, in general the fluctuations are
not responsible for this reduction. Instead, the reduction is
due to a reduction in the Usadel solution of the normal
Green’s function from the bulk solution of unity. The fluc-
tuations only provide a significant reduction in the density of
states if the exchange fieldh is small. In such a case the low
energy density of states is linear in energy but does not van-
ish at zero energy. The density of states will only vanish if
both h ande approach zero.
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